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The interests and research activities shift from the countryside to the city, from construction to design. In the last years the professional activity
had mainly to do with projects for commercial and private spaces: new requests and invitations abroad led often to deal with different realities.
Aspects, characteristics, situations have brought the attention to constantly questioning and debate, in order to better respond to every need.
The project of the space arises from a careful evaluation of synthesis between pre-existing situation and new needs. Main intent is to not impose
a strict form, but to discuss constantly with the client in an interactive way, letting him be involved in the designing process and not be a passive
user of a default product . Every project is treated as an open and new workshop, and takes form as the synthesis of a synergistic process between
various actors, in which the protagonist changes every time and where everyone leaves its mark.
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He graduated at the Accademia di Architettura
of Mendrisio, CH, in 2006.
In 2001-2002 he worked by “NMBW” Architecture
Studio, Melbourne, Australia.
From 2003 to 2006 he has been working for
Monzini – Raboni Architecture Studio, Milano
From 2006 to 2013 he has been working for
Ceretti Engineering Studio, Milan, having to deal
with various projects, in particular the construction supervision of the residential and
office quarter “il Portello”, by Cino Zucchi architect, Milan.
In 2008 he and Stefano Valzer architect establish StudioBite, an architectural design firm for
design, consulting and planning. They separate
in 2013.
From 2013 he works alongside Enrico Fantoni
engineer.
From 2011 he is part of the Commissione Giovani (Commission of Young) of the Collegio degli
Ingegneri (Professional Association of Engineer)
of Milano, contributing to the istitutional intents
of preservation and divulgation of knowledges,
collecting the heritage of one of the oldest
institution of Milan.

Milan, 1983
Professional Association
Milano, Italy, n.17054
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of

She graduated at the Accademia di Architettura
of Mendrisio, CH, in 2008.
In 2003-2004 she worked by Farini-Bresnick
Estudio, Madrid, Spain.
From 2008 to 2011 she has been working for
Clerici-Tutucci Architecture Studio, Milano,
mainly on interior design.
From 2011 to 2013 she has been working for ZDA
Zanetti Design Architettura, Milano, as project
manager of the design process and costruction
of two prefab villas in Russia.
From 2013 she collaborates actively with
PS:Studio, St Moritz (CH) and she joined
Fantoni Studio, working alongside Roberto and
Enrico Fantoni.

Como, 1945
Professional Association of Engineer of Como,
n. 550
He graduates at the Politecnico of Milano in
1968, and opens his studio in Milan at the beginning of the 70s.
Grown up in Como, he developed his profession
in the area of Como Lake, mainly dealing with
projects of restoration and preservation of historical places, also actively collaborating with
the Diocesi of Como.
Some of his most important works are:
•Restoration of Palazzo Durini, Milan
•Restoration of Palazzo La Gallietta, Como
•Restoration of Villa Oleandra, Como
•Restoration of the chapel of San Simplician
Church, Milano
•Restoration of the Monument Bernocchi at the
Monumental Cemetery of Milan.
From 1990 he has been admitted to the College
of the Professional Association of Engineer of
Milan.

Main Services
Interior design
Concept design
Architectural design
Restoration and rinovation
Construction supervision
Technical testing
Valuation and appraisal
Technical advice
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PALAZZO DURINI | MILANO | IT
Intervention:
Address:
Year:
Client:

Restoration
Renovation of the facades
Milan, Italy
2009
private

Architectural design project for the restoration
of the noble interior halls of Palazzo Durini
(1650) and renovation of the external facades
with a new lighting project.
The most delicate restoration action has been
on the frescoes of the walls and ceiling of the
noble halls on the first floor, frescoes clearly
of the Baroque period, painted by an artist pupil
of Rubens.
In addition to the restoration of the interior,
the project has focused on the renovation of
the external facades, that were extremely
damaged due to their leaching, and on providing
a new lighting system that could stand out the
historical importance of the Palazzo.

Similar works:
- Palazzo La Gallietta, Como
- Palazzo via Mascheroni 3, Milano
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VILLA OLEANDRA | LAGLIO (CO) | IT
Intervention:
Restoration
		Renovation
Address:		
Laglio (CO), Italy
Year:		
1996
Client:		
private

Architectural and landscape design for the
renovation of an old villa on the lake Como.
Restoration of the old central building, of the
dock and of the parts annexed behind the villa.
New planting and reset of the existing park.
The villa is drawn in the Teresian cadastral
maps since 1720, although with a different shape
than at present, and belonging to other owners.
In 1877 the built estate, which correspond
planimetrically to the current situation, is
bought by Vitali. Meanwhile, the original building
is been turned into a villa, as shown in a draw
of 1848.
During the twentieth century the estate
belonged to several owners. At the beginning
of the 90s the owner of the moment decided to
restore the villa, entrusting engineer Fantoni
the project and the construction supervision.
In the late 90s the villa was then sold to the
american family Heins; in 2002 it was finally
bought by the current owner, the actor George
Clooney.
Additional minor changes has been made over
the years according to the requests of the
subsequent owners.
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VILLA RASINI | MILANO | IT
Intervention:
Restoration
		Renovation
Address:		
via Melegari, Milano, Italy
Year:		
2013
Client:		
private

In the central area of the city between Corso
Venezia and Viale Maino, prestigious for the
organic built fabric and the architectural
features, there are some buildings of the
second half of the twenties, designed by Aldo
Andreani, as a partial realization of a much
larger plan edification. One of these is Villa
Rasin, at number 5 Via Melegari, near Palazzo
Fidia.
The villa occupies an irregular area, almost a
triangular, with a circular side which corresponds
to an exedra overlooking the vast garden of the
ancient Serbelloni palace.
Developed at the edge of the lot , the villa
faces via Mozart with a facade of three floors;
in axis with the orthogonal Via Maffei a fence
opens as the main access to the property,
while at the opposite, corresponding to a sort
of “funnel” determined by the symmetric villa
Mozart, once Zanoletti, rises the monumental
entrance at the exedra.
The facades of the villa are strongly
characterized by stylistic references, with
frames and moldings on the windows, window sills
with cartouches and volutes. The composition
is enriched by the use of different finishing
materials, with stone as key role; 2-colors
bricks appear largely, used to complete flat
surfaces between the frames of the windows in
travertine; travertine also used for the rounded
corner towards the entrance on via Maffei;
ceppo-stone used for the pedestal; wide plaster
surface in between the floors of the building.

Similar works:
- villa privata, San Fermo (CO)
- villa privata, Tremezzo (CO)
- villa Meyer, Tremezzo (CO)
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HIPICA CAN VILA | MONTSENY | ES
Collaboration with arch. Stefano Valzer
Intervention:
Restoration
		Addition
Address:		
Montseny, Spain
Year:		
2008
Client:		
private
Area: 		
700 sm
Architectural design for the renovation and
transformation of and old spanish “finca” into
a hotel in the Montseny, Spain. Construction
of the new car park, of the new pool and
underground spa. Recovery of the old barn and
transformation into a private home. Interior
design and decor.
The Hipica Can Vila is placed on the plateau of
the Montseny in Catalonia, 60 km from Barcelona.
Main services of the Hipica are a riding school
and the “Yeguada” (horse breeding) plus various
services as a bar and a small restaurant.
On this plot there is an old spanish farmhouse
of the early ‘900, in a rustic style, built with
traditional materials such as stone and brick.
The desire of the client is to recover the old
building and turn it into a high level hotel, that
can give the client the possibility to sleep, eat,
to enjoy relaxing holidays with horseback riding,
a spa and swimming pools, in addition to the
sales of horses of “Yeguada”.
A new parking lot, a new pool and a spa are
designed and built maintaining the traditional
style of the place. The old farmhouse is
renovated, housing rooms and suites, a
restaurant, a bar and a lounge room. The old
barn is instead recoverd and transformed into
the caretaker’s home.
http://www.hipicacanvila.com

Similar works:
- villa privata, Golasecca, VA
- casale, Pellegrino Parmense, PR
- il Monte, Pellegrino Parmense, PR
- chalet a Disentis, CH
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ALCAMO HOTEL | ALCAMO (TP) | IT
Collaboration with arch. Stefano Valzer
and arch. Francesco Gallarini
Intervention:
Address: 		
Year:		
Client:		

new costruction
Alcamo, Sicilia
2011
private

The hotel center looks like a monolithic body
aligned on the north-south axis.
The lot is defined on west by a road, which leads
to the hotel, and by residential or agricultural
land along the other sides.
The volume on which we had to work is placed
along the east side of the lot, far from the
access road to provide greater peace and
privacy to the structure.
The compliance of the territory, with a gentle
slope on the north, gives the hotel entrance a
great visual separation, further screened off
by typical plants.
A glide path takes the customer to the main
entrance of the hotel.
The main front, facing west, visually welcomes
the customer. A shading canopy covered with
a bougainvillea connects the outdoor pavilion
with the service of the hotel and the reception,
physically marking the boundary between the
public and private garden and defining the rest
area. Downline of the pergola, to the north,
a terrace offers a nice view of the Gulf of
Alcamo.
South, a driveway allows private clients to
directly access the garage places in the
basement.

Similar works:
- Hipica Can Villa, ES
- Motel Parma, PR
- Ecocampement, Dakar (SN)
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VILLA | RHO (MI) | IT
Intervention:
restoration
		interior design
Address: 		
Rho, MI
Client:		
private

In a 1700 villa, a consecutive series of rooms
with painted ceilings and cotto tile flooring
looks a flowery meadow that borders the
forest. Surprisingly we are in Rho, today
a congested industrial center, once fertile
agricultural settlement just north of Milano. In
1700 the place was the guest house of a Palace
of viscounts, and the land was planted with
orchards and mulberry trees, interspersed with
long rows of trees and vines.
The peaceful ground floor respects the original
drawing and the pre-existing symmetries. The
windows have been preserved, as well as the
chimneys. The nice frescoes on the ceilings
have been restored, the deteriorated floors
have been replaced with new tile floors; the
furniture, a continuous play of symmetries,
consists of antique furniture of the house
matched with classic modern production.
A strip of the past Lombard environment
recovered with exemplary care and attention to
detail and memory.
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APPARTAMENTO LE MARLY | CANNES | FR
Collaboration with arch. Stefano Valzer
Intervention:
Restoration
Address:		
Blvd De La Croisette,
		Cannes, FR
Year:		
2012
Client:		
private

Architectural design for a new apartment in
Cannes. The clients want a full renovation of the
new flat bought to spend the holidayswiththier
children.
The small size of the apartment, the clients
wishes and the only view on the bay of
Cannes, made a very compact, well-finished
project, deeply designed in every detail; livingroom, open-style kitchen, two bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a laundry in just 90 gross square
meters .
The wood paneling that leads from the entrance
to the living area, hides the service areas, the
bedrooms and fitted wardrobes. The contrast
of colors and finishes of the materials chosen
stands out and defines each space of the
apartment.

Similar works:
- via Mameli, Milano
- via G. da Procida, Milano
- largo Settimio Severo, Milano
- Segrate, Milano
- casa privata a Lampedusa
- via Nino Bixio, Milano
- via V. Monti, Milano
- Bastioni porta Nuova, Milano
- via Amedei, Milano
- via Petrarca, Milano
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BANCA POPOLARE DI SONDRIO SWISS | BERNA | CH
Collaboration with arch. Stefano Valzer
Intervention:
Address:		
Year:		
Client:		
Area:		

Interior design
Berna, Switzerland
2010
BPS (swiss)
600 mq

Architectural design for the new branch of
Banca Popolare di Sondrio in Bern.
The new branch of Banca Popolare di Sondrio
in Bern occupies the entire ground floor and
basement of an historic building in the center
of the city.
The project is developed according to the new
concept conceived for the branch of Davos.
The materials are light grey granite, maple wood
and Venetian plaster. Translucent opaque glass
is also included, as idea of light, permeability
and transparency.
The permeability given by this material lead to
the choice of having three irregular polygonal
elements in the central space, exactly where
three skylights illuminate the space.
This centrale space, completely covered in
stone, divide the checkout counter area, itself
cropped in a polygonal form by the sloping line
of the chess, by the openspace and offices for
the employees.
The basement uses the existing structures to
house meeting rooms, an exhibition center, a
conference room and technical areas.

Other branches of BPS Swiss::
- filiale di Davos
- filiale di St Moritz
- filiale di Lugano
- filiale di San Gallo
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SPAZIO AB | CANTU | MI
Collaborating with arch. Stefano Valzer and
arch. Stefano Larotonda
Intervention:
Address: 		
Year: 		
Client: 		
Area: 		

interior design
Cantu’ - Milano
2011
Private
80 mq

Trasformation of an old shop used as warehouse,
into a night club.
The new club will work as a connection between
a narrow pedestrian street of the centre of
Cantù, and a hidden courtyard, already used
as dehor of a disco to which it is directly
connected .
Aim of the project was to create a space that
could work either as an independent night club,
either, upon requested, as a part of the disco.
The interior space are generated by the flows
of people: the entrance works as a hall for the
disco and the new club, and its esagonal form
is defined by the toilettes and the wardrobe;
through a narrow space, people get to the
bar, that connects the inner court with the
pedestrian street where there is the secondary
entrance. Such flow is enphasized by the
continuity of the steel counter that run for
the entire lenght of the space, also acting as a
support ledge for the customers.
The entrance and the bar create a dinamism of
spaces that intertwine and evolve distributing
light, functions and pathways in an efficiently
and rational way, but also unexpected and
original.
The light spreads dynamically, creating
suggestive reflections on the walls and on the
ceiling, due to the micaceous opaque paints
alternating brilliant and bright resins.
The elegant combination of colors, together with
few essential elements, specially designed for
this space (bench, stools and wine bottle box)
create a warm and welcoming atmosphere of the
new night club.

Similar works:
- bar Limmatfeld, Zurigo, CH
- cafe Ombligo, Paraguay
- XoCoo gelateria, Dakar, SN
- bar Art Cafe, Milano
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KINGYO | MILANO | IT
Collaborating with arch. Stefano Valzer
Intervention:
Address: 		
Year: 		
Client: 		
Area: 		

interior design
Milano, IT
2012
Private
210 mq

Kingyo is a new restaurant in Milan that offers
asian cuisine, mainly fish: sushi, already deeply
appreciated in the food culture of the city, and
other very valued hot dishes.
The space is composed by classic materials of
the asian culture combined with typical building
elements of Milano; screens of bamboo define the
spaces for catering; a “carpet” of chandeliers in
rice-paper spreads the light in a delicate and
uniform way; punctual lights show a “square
brick”, typical of the first ‘900 buildings of
Milano; raw steel defines the outlines of the
materials and design the main furniture of the
restaurant.

Similar works:
- Don Cuba, Milano
- Ristolibro, Milano
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NEGOZI - SPAZI COMMERCIALI | 2009-2014
Collaborating with arch. Stefano Valzer
Intervention:
Address: 		
Year: 		

interior design
Milano, IT
2009-2013

Preliminary and executive design of shop, shop
in shop and shop corner.
For the Ferrè Group Milano, Gianfranco Ferrè
and GF Ferrè in:
- Milano
- Vienna
- Mosca
- Jeddah
- Riyadh
- Damasco
For the group PHARD and Zu Elements in:
- Milano
- Fidenza
- Barletta
- Gallipoli
- Trani
- Volla

Main restaured shop:
- Liberty in via San Maurilio, Milano
- Rob, Lugano, CH
- Sbrang, corso di Porta Ticinese, Milano
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DESIGN – MINIMOMASSIMO – IT
Collaborating with arch. Stefano Valzer
Intervention:
Address: 		
Year: 		
Client: 		

design project
Milan, Italy
2013
Minimomassimo

FORTYFIVE
Sofa with a black chrome nickel base . Structure
in fir, upholstery in textile.
Sectional sofa. Structure and cushions with
removable lining.
FORTYFIVE was designed as a comfortable sofa,
where you could lie down.
FORTYFIVE is a modular system of linear
elements, chaise lounge, final elements and
ottomans with lining that can be arranged also
in an angular form or as a peninsula, working
on the issue of comfort and details. The
structure is extremely thin and lightweight, in
painted nickel alluminium or polished brush nickel
alluminium.
The distinctive feature of this extremely stylish
sofa are its lateral pillows, generously soft,
45° inclined to create a continuously surface,
adapting to the curves of the body when in an
extremely relaxed moment.

ITALO
Structure in fir, upholstery in textile.
Sectional sofa. Structure and cushions with
removable lining.
ITALO was designed more as an architectonic
project than as an object.
ITALO is designed from an interplay of inclined
surfaces, that in a simple and clear way defines
a stylish and contemporary volume.
ITALO is characterized by asymmetry of its
backrest and its armrests without compromising
comfort. The continuous movement of volumes,
the play of light and dark determined by
its different shades bring out its sculptural
character.
ITALO is designed as a modular system,
composed of linear elements, that can generate
free configurations, angular form or peninsula.
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AAA Architetti Cercasi – MILANO – IT
Intervention:
competition
		finalist
Address: 		
Milano, Italia
Year: 		
2010
Client: 		
Private

The project is conceived distancing from the
concept of closed block , classic social housing
typology, in which the boundary between the
private indoor space and public outdoor space
is clearly defined: the project tries to turn the
place of the court, normally introspective, into a
tense and dynamic space, protected from traffic
and open towards the park . The composition
should be seen in this way: the compact fronts
on Gallarate avenue and towards Cascina
Merlata open to
mark the entrance and to allow a direct dialogue
with the park .
In this way , respecting the alignments , the
buildings reconstruct the relationship with the
city ,
becoming towers to indicate the entrance in
Milan ; its interior is instead drawn by continuous
changes in the directions of the facades , by
the inclinated
roofs and by the recessed windows and balconies
that produce the movement of light and shadow.

Similar works:
- competition for kindergarten, Roncofreddo, FO
- renovation of the Ghisolfa bridge, Milan
- Europan 2011, Capelle aan den Ijssel, NL
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